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Legislative Council 立法會
Meeting on 20/8/2001 會議

Chung To 杜聰
Chi Heng Foundation 智行基金會
August 15,2001

Mr. Stanley Ma Kin Hung
The Legislative Council, Hong Kong
Tel: 2509 4125 (2869 9423); Fax: 2509 9055
Email: cb2@legco.gov.hk
RE: Subcommittee to Study Discrimination on the Ground of Sexual Orientation
Attachment: Newspaper Clippings and Information on Hong Kong
Dear Mr. Ma,
Attached please find some newspaper clippings and information on Hong Kong. We hope
the information would enable members of the Subcommittee to further understand the
current situation.
During our last meeting with Mr. Lam Woon Kwong and Mr. Charles Chan Kwan Chun of
the HAB on December 11,2000, there was a disagreement between Mr. Lam and us on the
current level of public acceptance with regard to tongzhi issues. Mr. Lam believed that it is
not the right time to legislate because of lack of public support.
It has been five years since the last survey on public opinion towards homosexuality was
conducted. The society has changed significantly since then. At the end of the meeting, Mr.
Lam agreed to conduct a large scale, independent survey to review the current public
opinion towards tongzhi issues. It has been eight months since that meeting. We urge the
Subcommittee to remind Mr. Lam on his promise, and would appreciate it if he could give
us a timetable about this project.
Chi Heng Foundation aims to promote equal opportunities and eliminate discrimination.
With regard to eliminating discrimination on the ground of sexual orientation, we believe
both public education and legislation are necessary. They are not mutually exclusive and
should be done at the same time.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Chung To
Fax: 2548 5920; Email: chungto@netvigator.com
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"promotional and aspirational" in nature. Officials have disputed whether the Government
is legally bound to implement the recommendations.
Solicitor-General Rob Allcock said the Government accepted it had legal obligations under
the covenant. But he argued that it was also promotional and aspirational in the sense that
the covenant allowed signatories to progressively realise the standards stipulated.
He countered Ms Lau's claims that there should be a definite timetable in fulfilling the
treaty, saying it would be acceptable to take steps that "keep the ball rolling".
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Not yet forwarded to others

Wednesday July 11 2001
South China Morning Post
Hong Kong
Gays complain their rights are neglected
Patsy Moy
Little effort has been made to ensure the civil rights of gays in the decade since homosexuality was
decriminalised, rights groups said yesterday.
The criticism came on the 10th anniversary of the repeal of legislation that outlawed homosexual sex.
To Chung-po [Chung To], a founding member of the Chi Heng Foundation, which promotes the rights of
homosexuals, said the Government remained reluctant to promote gays' legal and civil rights.
'The Government still doesn't want any legal reforms to recognise the rights and identity of homosexuals.
For instance, homosexuals are not able to enjoy the same government housing subsidises and other
social benefits as heterosexual couples,' he said.
'Homosexual couples can't even sign an agreement to allow their partner to receive emergency surgery
under Hong Kong law because they are not married.
'The Government is also reluctant to bring up the issue in schools. We are not promoting homosexuality,
we simply want people to better understand those with a different sexual orientation. It will help the
younger generation to accept homosexual people and promote harmony in our community.'
Albert Luk, spokesman for another rights group, Satsanga, also complained homosexuals were a low
priority for the Government.
'We can see a lot has been done for single parents, the elderly and the disabled. But the issue of
homosexuality seems to be left out all the time,' he said. 'We do not see much progress by the
Government over the past 10 years. However, we agree the community is more open and tolerant to
people of different sexual orientations.'
Hong Kong Human Rights Monitor also urged the Government to bring in new laws prohibiting
discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation.
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SCMP Article on Tongzhi Forming Family

Sunday August 5 2001
South China Morning Post
The family debate
Is Hong Kong ready to embrace gay marriage and parenthood? Not yet, writes Robert McGlynn
'I HAVE TWO DADS,' boasts the little girl before running off to join her friends on the swings.
An innocent statement like that might still raise a few eyebrows, but with divorce rates on the
increase and people remarrying, 'blended' families are more common these days.
But what if those two dads are gay?
There are few issues that raise as much furore as gay families, but with so many children
languishing in orphanages in Hong Kong and the mainland, shouldn't society welcome any
opportunity for these children to be brought up in a loving environment?
One of the reasons gay families stir such ferocious debates, suggests Charles O'Brian, associate
professor and lecturer in the Department of Applied Social Studies at the City University of Hong
Kong, is because the idea not only strikes at the societal foundations of marriage and family but
also at the male psyche.
'The purpose of marriage is supposed to be procreation,' explains the professor, a qualified social
worker and psychotherapist who is widely published on the subject of children and families. 'But
with scientific advances in fertilisation, the heterosexual act is a matter of choice rather than
necessity - you don't need to have sex with a man to have a child, and I guess this is why men tend
to be more opposed to the idea of gay marriage. But if one looks at the concept of child-rearing
rather than procreation, we can see that what children need is to be raised in a safe, secure and
emotionally stimulating environment. The sex of their parents is not that relevant, and this threatens
the traditional notions we have of the family.'
For Hong Kong's gay rights groups, the issues of family and children are not about debating social
theory but about the hard, cold facts of the law.
Gay marriage is not recognised under Hong Kong law, and this not only restricts couples from
accessing reproductive technologies but also raises the question of discrimination.
According to the Principal Medical Officer for the Department of Health, Dr Heston Kwong: 'In
safeguarding the interests and welfare of the resulting child, the Human Reproduction Technologies
Ordinance specifically states that the technology be confined to infertile married persons... who
should be married at the time of the procedure.
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'In the case of surrogacy, couples who arrange for their own gametes to be put into the body of a
surrogate mother should be parties to a marriage. As gay and lesbian couples cannot marry in Hong
Kong, the procedures should not be provided.'
'We're being treated as second-class citizens,' says Chung To, a founder member of Chi Heng
Foundation, which aims to eliminate discrimination based on sexual orientation. Chung knows of
only one gay couple raising children in Hong Kong.
'Getting married and forming a family are basic rights. The Government should provide equal rights
for every citizen, so to me this is discrimination.'
Although the Government promotes the issue of equality, it has no anti-discrimination law covering
gay rights, citing lack of public support as a reason.
Mak Hoi-wah, also from City University, is the chairman of the Movement Against Discrimination
(MAD). He says research carried out in 1996 into community perceptions of homosexuality showed
that most responses - mainly from the education and religious sectors - were strongly opposed to the
idea of legislation because they feared it would encourage homosexuality and cause confusion
among young people searching for their identity.
Because of this, a legislative approach would not work, says Marianna Law, of the Government's
Equal Opportunities Commission. 'Since social attitudes to sexual orientation are closely related to
value judgment, ethical beliefs and the institution of marriage and family systems, any legislation
would not operate effectively and may even generate a counter-effect if it doesn't agree with the
social climate,' she says.
At the heart of this so-called 'value judgment' is the belief that homosexuality is in some way
'corrupting' because it was - and to some extent still is - considered a mental disorder.
One of the reasons for this, says a recent report into gay parenting by the American Psychologist's
Association (APA), is that initial research into sexual orientation in the early 1950s was drawn from
gays in therapy.
Since then, exclusive data collection of gays in therapy has been stopped, and data now comes from
a broader range. The new research concludes that 'homosexual orientation is not associated with
emotional or social problems'.
Another recent report on gay parenting by the APA establishes that 'there is no evidence to suggest
lesbians or gay men are unfit to be parents or that psycho-social development among children of
gay men or lesbians is compromised in any respect'. The report states not one study found that
children of gay or lesbian parents were disadvantaged in any significant way.
The evidence also suggests that home environments provided by gay and lesbian parents are as
likely as those provided by heterosexual parents to enable a child's psycho-social growth.
Because of this shift in perceptions, many countries have taken homosexuality off the list of both
mental disorders and criminal offences. Hong Kong decriminalised it in 1991.
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For gay couples, the only other alternative in raising a family, apart from children born in a
previous heterosexual relationship, is adoption.
According to Della Wong, information officer for the Social Welfare Department, 'all
applicants are treated the same'. The department says it does not discriminate against gays
and does not keep records on sexual orientation so, presumably, it is unknown whether any
gay people have adopted children in Hong Kong.
Reggie Ho, of the gay counselling service Horizons, says: 'It's true there are no laws
preventing gay people from adopting. But since approval rests on the discretion of social
workers and often the consensus is that children are better off growing up in traditional
families, not to mention hidden discriminatory attitudes social workers might have, the
chances of adoption being granted to gay couples are bleak, and to my knowledge no such
cases have been reported.'
Undoubtedly the welfare and safety of a child is paramount, and as O'Brian points out, the
issues surrounding gay families are complex, including inheritance, tenancy rights and even
social security payments. 'What Hong Kong needs is open debate to educate the public on
the arguments of both sides,' the professor says.
But according to Ho, the whole idea of gay families is still 'too close to home for Hong
Kong'. Despite this, he is hopeful. 'The world moves on, and so too does Hong Kong. You
never know - something revolutionary might happen,' he says. 'The mainland has recently
taken homosexuality off the list of mental illness, and an anti-discrimination law has been
passed in Japan. Even Taiwan is considering legislation to allow gays to marry and adopt
children. These victories so close to home might impact on the Government's stance.'
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控方指出，㆔月㆓日，被告與嚴姓女事主同在㆒火車廂內，同車廂內的㆒名外
籍㆟士目睹被告開始以粗口罵嚴及另㆒女性友㆟，她們並沒有理會被告。兩名女子在
九龍塘站㆘車，該外籍㆟士看見被告拳打其㆗㆒㆟，㆔㆟糾纏㆒起，於是㆖前調停及
報警。
（案件編號：SPC 1444/01）

同志親熱

公眾不接受

【明報專訊】智行基金會創辦㆟杜聰表示，雖然坊間增加討論同性戀的話題，
但普遍大眾仍不大接受同性戀。他稱，曾與男朋友在㆞鐵拖手，惹來乘客怪異目光，
又暗指他們是基佬。他質疑何以異性戀者親熱卻不會遭㆟指指點點。
香港彩虹「磊落」聯絡㆟煒煒認為，裝修工㆟掌摑女同性戀者的案件，會令其
他同性戀者帶來壓力。
杜聰亦曾聽聞有男同性戀者在街㆖行逛，遭他㆟㆖前毆打。他表示無奈，不同
性取向卻影響切身安全。很多同志為免受到奇異目光，唯有在公眾㆞方避忌些。
女同志「置生死於度外」
煒煒則表示，她曾與女朋友在公園親熱，警方勸喻他們離開。後來警方發現她
的伴侶是女性，便㆖前截查她們，事件擾攘了半小時。她自言「置生死於度外」
，不會
刻意避忌與伴侶拖手、親熱。
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